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II. The most compelling reason to tune at 432, 
championed by the great Giuseppe Verdi himself, is 
not just its scientific and theoretical significance, but 
rather the extremely obvious gain in beautiful tone for 
stringed instruments, as we have seen, and even more 
important, for the singing voice. Nor is this improve-
ment noticeable only to connoisseurs: the average con-
certgoer is immediately aware of the added glow of 
warmth and mellowness, especially if there is an op-
portunity to compare it directly with the modern higher 
tuning.

Such an opportunity was provided in April 1993 by 
the Schiller Institute during a seminar conducted by 
the renowned Carlo Bergonzi at New York City’s Carn-
egie Hall, in its Weill Recital Hall, entitled “Save the 
Art of Bel Canto—Return to the Verdi Tuning.” A 
parade of singers of all voice categories sang each an 
aria with a piano tuned to 440 and then repeated it with 
a different piano tuned to 432. Both singers and the 
public found this comparison startlingly favorable to 
the 432 tuning.

One can build wind and brass instruments to tune 
up at any pitch one chooses, but the human voice 
cannot be so tuned. The great Italian Maestro Tullio 
Serafin deplored the modern high tuning (at 448 and 
up) and prophesied that if it continued, it would result 
in “the death of the Italian Lyric Theatre.” This high 
tuning is currently burning out voices, shortening ca-
reers, and forcing opera companies to cast lighter, 
lyric voices with easy high notes in roles demanding 
darker and heavier voices, ones that can no longer 
reach the too-high top notes. No matter how support-
ive the conductors may try to be in keeping down the 
orchestral accompaniments for lighter voiced singers, 
the heavy orchestrations meant to support heavier 
voices will eventually destroy the lighter voices, 
which are in any event all the wrong color for the 
heavy roles, and thus seriously misrepresent the music 
they are singing.

Whichever tuning most favors the human voice 
must be the standard one for all music, with due excep-
tions made for transpositions of music composed to be 
performed at startlingly lower tunings. But the vast ma-
jority of works in the standard repertory will be found 
to be best served by the 432 tuning.
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Cardinal Cushing (1964) 
On Kennedy and Mozart
Here are excerpts from the 
remarks by Richard Cardi-
nal Cushing, Archbishop of 
Boston, at the Jan. 19, 
1964, Mass held for the as-
sassinated President:

A few words will not, I 
hope, intrude unduly on the 
solemnity of this occa-
sion. . . .

The day has a special 
meaning for all of us by the presence of our late, be-
loved President’s wife, valiant Jacqueline, who has 
taken herself from her sorrow for a few hours to pray to 
God with us in sacrifice and song. . . .

He and his dear Jacqueline enriched the White 
House with the best in art and culture and in music. . . .

No tribute, therefore, my dearly beloved, to our de-
parted President and his charming wife, could be more 
fitting than the spiritual, artistic, and the liturgical ser-
vice of this morning. . . .

No one will fail to note also the appropriateness 
of selecting Mozart’s Requiem, sung by outstand-
ing choral groups and accompanied by the world-
famous Boston Symphony Orchestra under the direc-
tion of its able conductor [Erich Leinsdorf], for 
America’s martyred President. The genius of art and the 
genius of leadership are joined together in this single 
event.

Separated by centuries, they were both touched by 
a creative instinct uncommon in any generation; both 
brought out of their youth a shining light which will il-
luminate the ages; both were summoned to eternity at 
a moment which to us mortals certainly seems un-
timely.

The President had hardly started on his most prom-
ising career to guard the country and the world for 
peace; Mozart died before he finished his Requiem. Yet 
the memory of men still enshrines both names among 
the great of this world. Today, in the unforgettable 
music of Mozart, we have heard again in our hearts the 
stirring voice of our once-youthful leader; in the artistic 
expression of Mozart we have caught the unmistakable 
accent of John F. Kennedy. . . .


